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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION:

Field of the Invention:

[0001] The present invention relates to a video
camera that provides an auto focus function not only in
the normal region ranging from telephoto to wide angle
settings but also in the macro region.

Description of the prior Art:

[0002] Prior art video cameras having the auto
focus function automatically drive the focus lens in what
is known as the normal region between two extreme
settings, i.e., between telephoto and wide-angle set-
tings.
[0003] One known focus lens drive control method
(as disclosed in Japanese patent Application No. 62-
146628) is based illustratively on the principle that the
frequency components of the video signal, with the
exception of the DC component thereof, are maximized
at a point where the lens is in focus. Under this method,
the frequency components of the video signal excluding
the DC component thereof are accumulated, and the
result is used as evaluation data. In operation, the lens
is positioned so that the evaluation data is maximized
(this is the so-called mountain climbing control). The
focus ring for the lens is driven by a motor arrangement
controlled in speed by varying the supplied DC voltage.
[0004] Assume that the focus lens (i.e., its focus
ring) is controlled in movement relative to an object
within a region between N (wide angle) and ∞ (tele-
photo) so that the curve of evaluation data Dt is
obtained as shown in Fig. 9. In that case, if the focus
lens is at point P1 at the start of an auto focus operation,
the focus lens is moved in a given direction so as to ver-
ify the direction in which the evaluation data Dt is maxi-
mized. As the focus lens is driven in that data
maximizing direction, the evaluation data Dt is being
consecutively acquired. Near the peak of the evaluation
data curve, the focus lens is fine-tuned in movement
toward the N or ∞ setting. Ultimately, the focus lens is
positioned at point pj where the maximum evaluation
data Dt is obtained.
[0005] The direction in which the auto focus opera-
tion starts, i.e., the direction in which the direction deter-
mining operation starts, is illustratively set based on the
focus position derived from the immediately preceding
auto focus operation. That is, the initial direction of focus
lens movement is not predetermined to be either in the
N or in the ∞ direction.
[0006] One disadvantage of the above-described
auto focus control method is as follows: Assume that
when the evaluation data Dt with its curve depicted in
Fig. 10 is obtained regarding a given object, the focus
lens is positioned at point P1 and that the focus lens is

driven in the ∞ direction for direction determination at
the start of an auto focus operation. In such a case, the
appropriate evaluation data cannot be acquired during
the direction determining operation. That is, when the
lens is driven from point P1 to point P2 (maximum tele-
photo position), the evaluation data Dt remains fairly
constant at a very low level or is hardly obtained. This
makes it impossible from point P1 to determine in which
direction (∞ or N) the peak of the evaluation data Dt is
located. Thus the focus lens is driven up to the extreme
point P2, where the lens changes its direction and starts
moving in the N direction. It is only after past point P1
that the appropriate evaluation data Dt is acquired.
Thereafter, point Pj is reached under mountain climbing
control. That is, there occurs quite a redundant opera-
tion between points P1 and P2.

[0007] This is especially the case when the just-
focus position is near either of the two extreme lens
positions. If the focus lens starts being driven in the
opposite direction of the just-focus position at the start
of an auto focus operation, the focusing is inefficient and
takes time. Furthermore, the sight of the focus lens
moving in a redundant manner looks a little unseemly.
[0008] Some other disadvantages of the prior art
will be mentioned below. The curve of the accumulated
data shown in Fig. 9 necessarily varies in peak position
and shape depending on the distance to the object and
on the nature thereof. Thus in an auto focus operation,
the distance to the object always varies and the peak of
the accumulated data curve varies accordingly. The var-
ying peak position leads to focusing error.
[0009] Assume that when the object whose accu-
mulated data curve is shown in Fig. 9 is being photo-
graphed, a second object such as a person or a car
moves across between the object and the video cam-
era. The evaluation data is accumulated with respect to
the second object at the very movement the latter hides
the original object when coming out in front of the video
camera. At that moment, the lens is automatically
moved for focusing from point P1 to point P2. At point
P2, the accumulated data drops abruptly as illustrated in
Fig. 11. A drop in accumulated data under mountain
climbing control causes the auto focus controller of the
video camera to conclude that the lens position has
gone past the peak of the accumulated data. Reversing
the direction of lens movement, the auto focus controller
erroneously judges that point Px immediately preceding
the drop in the accumulated data is the just-focus posi-
tion.
[0010] This is also the case where, during an auto
focus operation with respect to a nearby object, the
video camera is abruptly panned to take pictures of far-
off sceneries. Assume that the video camera is panned
while an auto focus operation is being carried out under
mountain climbing control from point P1 to point Pj(1)
(just-focus point) in accordance with the accumulated
data curve (solid line) in Fig. 12. In that case, the broken
line curve of the accumulated data is obtained starting
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from point P2 (where the video camera was panned) in
the ∞ direction. The accumulated data drops suddenly
at point P2, and the auto focus controller of the video
camera erroneously concludes that point Px is the peak
of the curve. The same error also occurs when the video
camera is abruptly panned from a far-off object to a
nearby object.

[0011] The trouble above is summed up as follows:
When a sudden change occurs to the current object
during an auto focus operation under mountain climbing
control, an erroneous judgment of the situation by the
auto focus system makes it impossible to move the
focus lens to the appropriate focal point. Thus the pho-
tographing of high quality is not available.
[0012] To effect auto focus control requires detect-
ing the focus lens position. If the focus lens is to be con-
trolled in conjunction with a zoom lens, it is also
necessary to detect the zoom lens position.
[0013] One prior art detection method for the focus
lens involves attaching a reflective film arrangement to a
lens-mounted cylinder and providing a detecting means
comprising light-emitting and light-receiving diodes, the
reflective film arrangement giving reflected light
whereby the lens position is detected. A method for
effectively detecting the maximum positions of the lens
is proposed by Japanese Patent Application No. 63-
51293. The zoom lens is conventionally positioned in a
simple manner illustratively involving the use of a resis-
tor switch arrangement.
[0014] According to documents JP-A-61026015
and JP-A-1132279 it has already been proposed to per-
form an auto focus operation in a macro region by mov-
ing a zoom lens. Thus auto focus control may be
desired not only over the normal region but also over the
macro region (i.e., ranging from the widest-angle posi-
tion to the shortest-distance position of the normal
region). This requires driving the zoom lens under the
same mountain climbing control as for the focus lens. In
that case, it is necessary to detect zoom lens positions
with precision. For example, as depicted in Fig. 16, it is
indispensable to detect various positions of the zoom
lens (telephoto T, middle telephoto MT, middle wide
MW, wide W) in the normal region as well as at least two
edge positions Mca and MCb of the zoom lens in the
macro region area MC. A disadvantage is experienced
with the prior art where seven zoom lens positions from
telephoto T to macro region edge position MCb are to
be detected, the disadvantage being the need to pro-
vide a large number of switching means for on/off con-
trol over the zoom lens positions within the respective
regions. The numerous switching means tend to consti-
tute a large-scale detecting mechanism that is difficult to
incorporate in a a compact video camera.
[0015] Furthermore, to drive the zoom lens requires
relatively high levels of torque. Because the driving
torque varies significantly from one driving unit to
another, simply raising or lowering the DC voltage sup-
ply to the zoom ring motor is not sufficient to fine-tune

the zoom lens movement while the lens movement
speed is being adjusted. Where it is desired to move the
zoom lens for a very short distance by lowering the DC
voltage, one of two things may occur: the coefficient of
mechanical static friction in the lens moving mechanism
may be high enough to prevent the lens from moving at
all, or the lens may move suddenly--and unpredictably--
when the rising voltage reaches a certain critical level.

[0016] The above impediment makes it impossible
to improve the means of the video camera for searching
the just-focus point in a narrow area in a fine-tuning
manner during an auto focus operation within the macro
region.
[0017] For an example of a prior art zooming optical
system control device corresponding to the preamble of
claim 1, reference may be made to document US-A-4
899 190.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0018] It is therefore an object of the present inven-
tion to provide a video camera with zoom lens capability
in accordance with claim 1. Preferred embodiments of
the invention are defined in the dependent claims. The
invention makes it possible to employ position detection
signals that are the same for an automatically focused
zoom lens at both edges of the macro region. The zoom
lens may be driven upon power-up in the telephoto
direction in order to detect at which edge of the macro
region the zoom lens is currently located, the position
detection signal then being acquired when the zoom
lens leaves the macro edge area. This ensures verifica-
tion of the lens position to prevent system error.
[0019] With the zoom lens leaving the normal
region and entering the macro region at the start of an
auto focus operation in the macro region, a first macro
region edge detection signal alone may be discon-
nected so as to prevent system error.
[0020] A controller may intermittently supply driving
signals to a zoom lens driving circuit at least near the
just-focus point of an automatically focused zoom lens
during a macro auto focus operation in the macro region
for the purpose of fine-tuned search for the just-focus
point of the lens.
[0021] According to an embodiment of the inven-
tion, when the focus lens or zoom lens is driven in one
direction and reaches a middle point of the lens position
available area during an auto focus operation, unavaila-
bility thereafter of appropriate focus control information
for a predetermined period of time causes the controller
of the camera to conclude that the just-focus point is not
found in that direction and to change the lens in its mov-
ing direction accordingly. Under this control scheme,
where the just-focus point is not found in the current
lens moving direction, the lens is not moved all the way
to the edge of the region. This improves the efficiency of
the auto focus operation.
[0022] Optionally, specific frequency components
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of the video signal are successively accumulated as
focus control information while the focus lens is being
moved for auto focusing, the control information being
referenced to drive the focus lens in the direction in
which the accumulated data (i.e. control information)
becomes maximized. This aspect of the invention is
intended to prevent an abrupt drop in the successively
accumulated data of the specific frequency components
in the video signal from being used as part of the auto
focus control information. Such sudden drops in the
accumulated data occur when, illustratively, a person
walks across between the video camera and its object
during an auto focus operation.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS:

[0023]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing an embodiment of
an auto focus control circuit in the video camera
according to the invention;
Fig. 2 is a block diagram depicting another auto
focus control circuit;
Fig. 3 is a view illustrating the operating principle of
mountain climbing control for use with the video
camera;
Fig. 4 is a view showing typical detection signals
regarding zoom lens positions, the signals being
generated by a zoom position detector in the video
camera;
Fig. 5 is a circuit diagram of a typical circuit for cod-
ing signals from the zoom position detector;
Fig. 6 is a view illustrating a typical setup of moun-
tain climbing control for use with the video camera;
Fig. 7 is a view describing typical zoom lens driving
motor speed control signals for use with the video
camera;
Figs. 8 (A) through 8 (C) are views showing some
types of evaluation data used by the auto focus con-
trol circuit in the video camera;
Fig. 9 is a view illustrating another typical setup of
mountain climbing control for use with the video
camera;
Fig. 10 is a view depicting how the zoom lens is
moved in reverse to an edge within the macro
region by the auto focus control circuit in the video
camera;
Fig. 11 is a view showing how the curve of the data
accumulated by the auto focus control circuit in the
video camera illustratively behaves when another
object moves across between the video camera
and its initial object;
Fig. 12 is a view depicting how the curve of the data
accumulated by the auto focus control circuit in the
video camera illustratively behaves when the video
camera is panned from one object to another;
Fig. 13 is a flowchart showing how one embodiment
of the auto focus control circuit in the video camera

is controlled upon power-up;

Fig. 14 is a flowchart depicting how the embodi-
ment of the auto focus control circuit in the video
camera is controlled at the start of macro mode;
Fig. 15 is a flowchart illustrating how the embodi-
ment of the auto focus control circuit in the video
camera is controlled during a powered zooming
operation;
Fig. 16 is a view describing where the zoom lens is
differently positioned;
Fig. 17 is a flowchart showing how an embodiment
of the zoom lens driving motor speed control
method for use with the video camera works;
Fig. 18 is a flowchart depicting how the video cam-
era is illustratively focused automatically; and
Fig. 19 is a flowchart continued to that of Fig. 18,
also describing how the video camera is illustra-
tively focused automatically.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT:

[0024] Fig. 2 is a block diagram depicting one
embodiment of the auto focus control circuit in the video
camera according to the invention. In Fig. 2, reference
numeral 1 is a lens system wherein a focus lens is
rotated by a driving motor 2 in arrowed directions A and
B and is thereby moved in arrowed directions C and D
for focus position control. This lens system is automati-
cally focused under what is known as mountain climbing
control based on a contrast detecting method (fre-
quency separating method) to be described later. In this
embodiment, the focus lens is in focus at longer dis-
tances when driven in direction A (i.e., moved in direc-
tion C), and comes into focus at shorter distances when
driven in direction B (i.e., moved in direction D).
[0025] Reference numeral 3 is a CCD (charge cou-
pled device) image pickup device that photographs an
object via the lens system 1. The CCD image pickup
device outputs the image signal to a signal processor 4.
[0026] The signal processor 4, comprising a proc-
ess circuit and a color encoder, generates a luminance
signal and a chrominance signal based on the output
signal from the CCD image pickup device 3.
[0027] Band pass filters 5a and 5b are supplied with
the luminance signal from the signal processor 4. The
band pass filters 5a and 5b illustratively have center fre-
quencies of 100 kHz and 500 kHz, respectively. These
filters extract predetermined frequency components
from the luminance signal supplied by the signal proc-
essor 4. The extracted frequency components are sup-
plied via amplifiers to detectors 6a and 6b where the
levels of the frequency components are detected.
[0028] A switching circuit 7 determines, under con-
trol of an auto focus system controller (simply called the
controller) 10, which of the two outputs of the detected
frequency components is to be used, the frequency
components having been extracted by the band pass fil-
ters 5a and 5b. For example, if the object of the camera
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is in high contrast against its background, the output
from the band pass filter 5a is selected; if the object is in
low contrast against its background, the output from the
band pass filter 5b is selected.

[0029] The output selected by the switching circuit
7, i.e., the signal representing the level of a predeter-
mined signal component from within the luminance sig-
nal, is converted to digital format by an A/D converter 8.
The digital output from the A/D converter 8 is supplied to
an accumulator 9. The accumulator 9 is supplied with
an accumulation area control signal from the controller
10. The level data of the predetermined frequency com-
ponent, supplied from the A/D converter 8 after extrac-
tion from the luminance signal, is accumulated for a
period of time designated by the accumulation area
control signal. In a practical accumulating operation, the
maximum value of one horizontal period may be illustra-
tively accumulated for one field. The accumulated data
is supplied as evaluation data Dt to the controller 10.
[0030] Using the evaluation data Dt supplied, the
controller 10 provides mountain climbing control over
auto focus operations. In a typical auto focus operation,
the focus lens is driven from out-of-focus state through
just-focus state to again out-of-focus state. During the
transition, the distribution of the spectrum components
is measured along with their intensities. In the out-of-
focus state, the spectrum components are on the low
frequency side and their intensities are also low. Close
to the just-focus state, the spectrum components are on
the high frequency side and their intensities become
high. As shown in Figs. 8 (A) through 8 (C), the accumu-
lated data provides various curves regarding various
types of objects. Therefore, the lens is automatically
focused when driven to point Pj at which the accumu-
lated data of the high-frequency components extracted
from the video signal is maximized.
[0031] The controller 10 has a software-based com-
paring means for comparing consecutively input and
accumulated data so as to find the point at which the
accumulated data Dt is maximized. Also contained in
the controller 10 is a means for obtaining the rate of
change of the accumulated data Dt with respect to the
immediately preceding accumulated data Dtn-1, the
obtained rate of change being compared with a prede-
termined reference rate of change K.
[0032] A focus lens motor driver 11 drives driving
motors 2a and 2b in accordance with driving direction
control signals SF and SB from the controller 10. A driv-
ing speed control signal SS is supplied to the focus lens
motor driver 11 via a D/A converter 12. The signal SS
causes the driver 11 to determine the lens driving
speed. In an auto focus operation, the driving direction
control signals SF and SB as well as the driving speed
control signal SS are generated under mountain climb-
ing control. The driving direction control signal SF drives
the lens in the telephoto (∞) direction; the driving direc-
tion control signal SB drives the lens in the wide angle
(N) direction.

[0033] A focus lens position detector 13 detects the
focus lens position as follows: A reflective film is illustra-
tively formed on a predetermined area of the focus lens
cylinder. Light-emitting diodes apply detecting light to
the cylinder. A check is made to see if the position of the
cylinder rotating in direction A or B is the one in which
the reflected light is available. The detection signal is
input to the controller 10 via an A/D converter 14.

[0034] With this embodiment, the position detector
13 detects two things: that the lens has reached its edge
position (maximum wide angle position or maximum tel-
ephoto position), and that the lens has reached a 2.5-
meter focus point.
[0035] With the embodiment containing the above-
described auto focus control circuit, the controller 10
provides mountain climbing control based on the evalu-
ation data Dt to automatically bring the focus lens into
focus. The auto focus operation (under mountain climb-
ing control) is attained in five modes of control: (1) driv-
ing start mode, (2) direction detecting mode, (3) focus
point passing mode, (4) reverse mode, and (5) fine-tun-
ing mode.
[0036] Where the lens is illustratively positioned at
point P1, as depicted in Fig. 9, the lens is first moved in
a given direction in driving start mode (1). Then direc-
tion detecting mode (2) is selected. In this mode, a
direction determining operation is carried out in accord-
ance with the evaluation data Dt, Dt ... being consecu-
tively accumulated while the lens is being moved. In
focus point passing mode (3), the lens is moved in the
determined direction while the evaluation data Dt is
being detected. At this time, the consecutively acquired
evaluation data Dt becomes greater as the lens
approaches its just-focus point. When the lens moves
past the just-focus point Pj, the evaluation data Dt
obtained past that point is lower than the immediately
preceding evaluation data Dt. This drop in the evalua-
tion data reveals that the lens has indeed moved past
the just-focus point, and reverse mode (4) is selected. In
reverse mode (4), the direction of lens movement is
reversed. The lens is moved back a little toward the just-
focus point Pj. Finally, in fine-tuning mode (5), the lens is
fine-tuned in the N and ∞ directions until the just-focus
point Pj is reached where the evaluation data Dt is max-
imized.
[0037] With this embodiment, an intermediate point
detecting operation is carried out during the auto focus
operation controlled by the controller 10, as described in
the flowchart of Fig. 18.
[0038] In step F100 of Fig. 18, the controller 10
enters driving start mode (1) and outputs the driving
speed control signal SS as well as the driving direction
control signal SF or SB to drive the lens in one direction.
In step F101, the controller 10 first enters direction
detecting mode (2) and performs a direction determin-
ing operation. That is, when the evaluation data Dt
keeps increasing as the lens is moved, the controller 10
judges that the peak of the data exists on an extension
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of the current lens movement, and step F108 is
reached. In step F108, the focus lens is brought to the
just-focus point Pj in modes (3) through (5). If the evalu-
ation data Dt keeps decreasing as the lens is moved,
step F102 is reached in which the controller 10 judges
that the peak of the data exists in the reverse direction
of the current lens movement. Then step F107 is
reached. In step F107, the controller 10 outputs the
other driving direction control signal, SB or SF, to reverse
the direction of lens movement. Thereafter, step F108 is
reached in which the focus lens is brought as before to
the just-focus point Pj in modes (3) through (5).

[0039] If the direction determining operation does
not yield meaningful results, i.e., if the evaluation data
Dt is unavailable or remains constant at a very low level
while the lens is moving in one direction, step F103 is
reached. In step F103, a check is made to see if the
focus lens has reached the 2.5-meter focus point. When
the 2.5-meter focus point is attained, step F104 is
reached in which a built-in counter means starts count-
ing time. This is typically the case with the example
shown in Fig. 8 (A) or 8 (B) where the focus lens is
moved in mode (1) from point P1 in the arrowed direc-
tion Z.
[0040] In step F105, a check is made to see if the
evaluation data Dt increases as the lens keeps moving
in the current direction before time is up on the counter
means. If the data Dt is found to be on the increase, step
F108 is reached in which the focus lens is brought to the
just-focus point Pj in modes (3) through (5).
[0041] If the appropriate evaluation data Dt is not
available before time is up on the counter means in step
F106, step F107 is reached in which the direction of
lens movement is reversed. This is illustratively the case
with the example depicted in Fig. 8 (A) or 8 (B). In these
examples, the time required to move the lens from the
2.5-meter focus point to point P3 is counted. The lens is
moved in the current direction in step F106, up to point
P3 where time is up. If the appropriate evaluation data
Dt is not available before time is up at point P3, the con-
troller 10 judges that the lens is moving away from the
just-focus point, and reverses the direction of lens
movement accordingly in step F107. The lens is then
driven in reverse and comes to a point where the evalu-
ation data Dt is available, whereupon step F108 is
reached and the operations of modes (3) through (5)
are carried out. The focus lens is thus brought to the
just-focus point Pj.
[0042] When the controller 10 carries out the above
operations under its control, the video camera of this
embodiment has no need for one of the hitherto-
required redundant operations with the prior art: that its
focus lens is to be moved in reverse direction in mode
(1) all the way up to its maximum position even if that
direction is on the opposite side of the just-focus point,
and to come back thereto to complete the focusing
operation.
[0043] The intermediate point may alternatively be

established somewhere other than the 2.5-meter focus
point. All that is required is that the intermediate point
be appropriate for the characteristics of a given video
camera. The period of time counted starting from the
2.5-meter focus point may also be determined as
needed in accordance with the characteristics of the
implemented equipment in question.

[0044] The time that elapses from the intermediate
point on (period of movement between P1 and P3 in the
above embodiment) may be alternatively judged not by
counting time but by physically detecting point P3.
[0045] In carrying out the auto focus operation with
the embodiment in the above-described five modes, the
controller 10 checks to see if any drop in the accumulate
data is attributable to the lens actually passing the just-
focus point under mountain climbing control in focus
point passing mode (3).
[0046] That is, the controller 10 operates for auto
focus operation control as depicted in the flowchart of
Fig. 19.
[0047] In step F101 of Fig. 19, work in driving start
mode (1) is carried out. In step F102, work in direction
detecting mode (2) is performed. In step F103, focus
point passing mode (3) is reached in which the lens is
driven toward the peak of the accumulated data. Until
the lens reaches the peak, a check is being made in
step F104 to see if an accumulated value Dtn at a given
point becomes smaller than the immediately preceding
accumulated value Dtn-1. If any drop in the accumulated
data is detected, the controller 10 enters step F105 and
checks to see if the drop is abrupt. It should be noted
that reverse mode (4) is not immediately reached follow-
ing step F104. The controller 10 has a predetermined
reference rate of change K with which to compare the
drop in the accumulated data. If the reference rate K
and the drop fulfill the following relationship:

then the controller 10 considers the drop to be an abrupt
change in the accumulated data and concludes that the
drop is not attributable to the lens having passed the
peak point. In that case, the drop is ignored and the lens
is allowed to keep moving in the same direction. These
operations are carried out successively in steps F103,
F104 and F105. In the case of Fig. 11, the lens is driven
from point P1 in the ∞ direction under auto focus control.
If there is a sudden drop in the accumulated data during
the lens movement,, the drop is ignored and the lens
keeps moving in the same direction. Also in the case of
Fig. 12, the abrupt drop at point P2 does not cause the
lens to be reversed in its movement and headed toward
point Px in reverse mode (4); the lens keeps moving in
the ∞ direction toward the just-focus point Pj following
the panning.
[0048] The accumulated data decreases while

(Dt n-1-Dt n)

∆t
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focus point passing mode (3) is in effect. It is only after
the relationship

is fulfilled that the controller 10 concludes that the peak
is passed. Then reverse mode (4) is selected in step
F106 of Fig. 19 to reverse the direction of lens move-
ment. In step F107, fine-tuning mode (5) is selected to
bring the focus lens to the just-focus point Pj.
[0049] In this manner, the above-described embod-
iment keeps its controller 10 from erroneously conclud-
ing that given an abruptly decreased accumulated value
illustratively attributable to a person walking across in
front of the lens or to a sudden panning, the value
immediately preceding the drop is to be the peak. Thus
the focus lens does not stop at an out-of-focus point
while being automatically focused.
[0050] With this embodiment, whether or not the
decrease in accumulated data is abrupt is determined
by the difference measured within a certain period of
time. Alternatively, a reference rate of change K′ may be
set up for comparison with (Dtn-1/Dtn), whereby a deci-
sion is made of the decrease in accumulated data.
Many other methods and arrangements may also be
provided to implement the same function.
[0051] The reference level of the decrease in accu-
mulated data, i.e., the level at which all drops in the data
are judged to be normal or abrupt, may be suitably
established in accordance with the characteristics of the
video camera implemented.
[0052] Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing another
embodiment of the auto focus control circuit in the video
camera according to the invention. In Fig. 1, reference
numeral 1 is a lens system wherein a focus lens and a
zoom lens are rotated by driving motors 2a and 2b in
arrowed directions A and B and are thereby moved in
arrowed directions C and D for focus position control.
With this lens system, the focus lens and the zoom lens
are automatically focused, respectively, in the normal
region and the macro region for normal and macro auto
focus operations under mountain climbing control
based on a contrast detecting method (frequency sepa-
rating method) to be described later. In this embodi-
ment, the focus lens and zoom lens are in focus at
longer distances when driven in direction A (i.e., moved
in direction C), and come into focus at shorter distances
when driven in direction B (i.e., moved in direction D).
[0053] Reference numeral 3 is a CCD (charge cou-
pled device) image pickup device that photographs an
object via the lens system 1. The CCD image pickup
device outputs the image signal to a signal processor 4.
[0054] The signal processor 4, comprising a proc-
ess circuit and a color encoder, generates a luminance
signal and a chrominance signal based on the output
signal from the CCD image pickup device 3.

[0055] Band pass filters 5a and 5b are supplied with
the luminance signal from the signal processor 4. The
band pass filters 5a and 5b illustratively have center fre-
quencies of 100 kHz and 500 kHz, respectively. These
filters extract predetermined frequency components
from the luminance signal supplied by the signal proc-
essor 4. The extracted frequency components are sup-
plied via amplifiers to detectors 6a and 6b where the
levels of the frequency components are detected.

[0056] A switching circuit 7 determines, under con-
trol of an auto focus system controller (simply called the
controller) 10, which of the two outputs of the detected
frequency components is to be used, the frequency
components having been extracted by the band pass fil-
ters 5a and 5b. For example, if the object of the camera
is in high contrast against its background, the output
from the band pass filter 5a is selected; if the object is in
low contrast against its background, the output from the
band pass filter 5b is selected.
[0057] The output selected by the switching circuit
7, i.e., the signal representing the level of a predeter-
mined signal component from within the luminance sig-
nal, is converted to digital format by an A/D converter 8.
The digital output from the A/D converter 8 is supplied to
an accumulator 9. The accumulator 9 is supplied with
an accumulation area control signal from the controller
10. The level data of the predetermined frequency com-
ponent, supplied from the A/D converter 8 after extrac-
tion from the luminance signal, is accumulated for a
period of time designated by the accumulation area
control signal. In a practical accumulating operation, the
maximum value of one horizontal period may be illustra-
tively accumulated for one field. The accumulated data
is supplied as evaluation data Dt to the controller 10.
[0058] Using the evaluation data Dt supplied, the
controller 10 provides mountain climbing control over
auto focus operations. In a typical auto focus operation,
the focus lens or zoom lens is driven from out-of-focus
state through just-focus state to again out-of-focus
state. During the transition, the distribution of the spec-
trum components is measured along with their intensi-
ties. In the out-of-focus state, the spectrum components
are on the low frequency side and their intensities are
also low. Close to the just-focus state, the spectrum
components are on the high frequency side and their
intensities become high. Thus, auto focus control is
effected by driving the lens in such a way that the accu-
mulated data of the high-frequency components
extracted from the video signal is maximized. The focus
lens and the zoom lens are driven axially in the normal
and macro regions, respectively, within the lens move-
ment area (N <--> ∞) as shown in Fig. 3. During the lens
movement, a search is made for a point FP at which the
evaluation data Dt is maximized (mountain climbing
control). This provides auto focus control over both
regions.
[0059] A focus lens motor driver 11a and a zoom
lens motor driver 11b drive driving motors 2a and 2b,
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respectively, in accordance with driving direction control
signals SF and SB from the controller 10. A driving
speed control signal Ss is supplied to the motor drivers
11a and 11b via a D/A converter 12. The signal Ss
causes the drivers 11a and 11b to determine the lens
driving speed. In an auto focus operation, the driving
direction control signals SF and SB as well as the driving
speed control signal SS are generated under mountain
climbing control. The driving direction control signal SF
drives the lens in the telephoto direction; the driving
direction control signal SB drives the lens in the macro
side direction.

[0060] A focus lens position detector 13 detects the
focus lens position as follows: A reflective film is illustra-
tively formed on a predetermined area of the focus lens
cylinder. Light-emitting diodes apply detecting light to
the cylinder. The position of the focus lens is detected
by checking to see if the lighted position coincides with
the reflective film portion, i.e., if the position of the cylin-
der rotating in direction A or B is the one in which the
reflected light is available. The detection signal is input
to the controller 10 via an A/D converter 14.
[0061] A zoom lens position detector 15 is consti-
tuted by three microswitches SW1 through SW3. The
zoom lens cylinder illustratively has suitable grooves
corresponding to the microswitches SW1 - SW3. The
sliding member of each microswitch is turned on and off
upon contact with the corresponding groove, allowing
the zoom lens position to be detected. For example, the
microswitches SW1 - SW3 are each turned on and off as
shown in Fig. 4 with respect to the zoom lens positions
from the telephoto setting T to the macro edge setting
MCb. The on-off information from each of the micros-
witches SW1 - SW3 is illustratively weighted, as
depicted in Fig. 5, by factors r1, r2 and r3 before being
supplied to an A/D converter 16. The weighted informa-
tion is digitally coded by the A/D converter 16 into posi-
tion detection signals representing the respective
regions. In Fig. 4, the position detection signals (posi-
tion information codes) are numbered (1) through (5) for
explanatory purposes.
[0062] A mode controller 17, in communication with
the controller 10, illustratively allows a view finder of the
video camera to give indications of normal mode or
macro mode selected.
[0063] A macro mode switch 18 is operated by the
user to bring the controller 10 into macro mode in which
a macro auto focus operation is carried out. Specifically,
the zoom lens is driven under mountain climbing control
and brought into focus regarding an object closer than
that of the widest angle setting in normal mode.
[0064] A power zoom switch 19 is operated by the
user to drive the zoom lens as desired in normal mode.
Specifically, this switch allows the user to drive the zoom
lens at will (between telephoto and wide angle settings)
while the focus lens is being automatically focused
under mountain climbing control in normal mode
between the maximum telephoto and maximum wide

angle settings.

[0065] With the embodiment containing the above-
described auto focus control circuit, the controller 10
provides mountain climbing control based on the evalu-
ation data Dt to automatically bring the focus lens or the
zoom lens into focus in the normal or macro region. The
position detection signals (position information codes)
from the zoom lens position detector 15 of this embodi-
ment come in five types, (1) through (5), coded accord-
ing to the on-off information from the microswitches
SW1 - SW3. When either of the macro edge areas MCa
and MCb is detected, the same position information
code (4) is provided. Thus if the position information
code (4) is detected during operation, the controller 10
must have means to determine whether the zoom lens
is positioned in the area MCa or MCb.
[0066] Needless to say, the above distinction
between the two areas is required during the macro
auto focus operation with the zoom lens positioned
within the macro region. In an operation within the nor-
mal region (i.e., in normal mode), the zoom lens is kept
from entering the macro region. It is only after the user
has operated the macro mode switch 18 that the zoom
lens enters the macro region. Control measures for
keeping the zoom lens out of the macro region in normal
mode will be described later.
[0067] In macro mode, the zoom lens is normally
positioned in the macro region. If the position informa-
tion code (4) is obtained in this mode, the distinction
between MCa and MCb is made by checking the direc-
tion of zoom lens movement. That is, the controller 10 is
cognizant of the lens driving direction because the
zoom lens is automatically focused with the driving
direction control signals SF and SB as well as the driving
speed control signal SS generated under mountain
climbing control based on the evaluation data Dt. Thus
when the driving direction control signal SF is output,
the zoom lens is driven in the telephoto direction. If the
position information code (4) is detected at this point,
the zoom lens is judged to be positioned in the macro
edge area MCa. Conversely, when the driving speed
control signal SS is output, the zoom lens is driven in the
maximum macro direction. The position information
code (4) detected at this point is judged to indicate that
the zoom lens is positioned in the macro edge area
MCb.
[0068] For this reason, there is no problem with the
same position information code being used for both
macro edge areas as far as the macro auto focus oper-
ation is concerned. The use of the same position infor-
mation code (4) does pose a problem as to the correct
distinction between macro edge areas MCa and MCb in
two cases: (a) where the position information code (4) is
detected upon initial power-up; and (b) where the zoom
lens moves from the normal to the macro region after
the macro mode switch 18 is operated and macro mode
is selected thereby.
[0069] With this embodiment, the controller 10 has
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software-based means (outlined below) to prevent erro-
neous operations in the above two cases.

[0070] That is, the controller 10 has driving means
to drive the zoom lens in the telephoto direction if a
macro edge area detection signal is obtained upon
power-up. The controller 10 has control means to stop
driving the zoom lens and place the video camera in
normal mode if the position detection signal obtained
when the zoom lens left the macro edge area after
power-up indicates the normal region, the control
means further bringing the zoom lens back to the initial
position in effect upon power-up and placing the video
camera in macro mode if the position detection signal
indicates the macro region. The controller 10 also has
driving means for driving the zoom lens in the macro
direction if the macro mode switch 18 is operated. The
controller 10 has determining means for checking to see
if the signal indicating an entry into the macro edge area
by the zoom lens means that the detected entry is the
first one into the macro edge area since the lens began
moving in the macro direction. Furthermore, the control-
ler 10 has cut-off means for cutting off macro edge
detection information until the zoom lens leaves the
macro edge area if the above determining means finds
that the detected entry by the zoom lens into the macro
edge area is the first one. These means are all consti-
tuted by software arrangements and provide the kinds
of control illustrated in Figs. 13 and 14.

(a) Control upon power-up (with reference to Fig. 13)

[0071] In step F100, power is applied. In step F101,
a check is made to see if the position information code
detected by the zoom lens position detector 15 is num-
bered (4). If the code is any of (1), (2), (3) and (5), the
zoom lens position is obtained unmodified, and there is
no problem with subsequent operational control. If the
position information code (4) is obtained in step F101,
no meaningful distinction is made between the macro
edge areas MCa and MCb. In that case, step F102 is
reached in which the zoom lens is first driven in the tel-
ephoto direction. In step F103, a check is made to see if
the zoom lens has left the macro edge area in question.
With the lens having left the macro edge area, step
F104 is reached in which the position information code
is verified. If the position information code (3) is
obtained in step F104, step F105 is reached in which
the zoom lens is stopped and the controller 10 enters
normal mode for subsequent various kinds of control.
This is the case where the zoom lens was positioned in
the macro edge area MCa at the time of power-up. The
position of MCa differs very little from the maximum
wide angle position. Thus immediate, unmodified transi-
tion to normal mode poses no problem.
[0072] If the position information code (5) is
obtained in step F104, step F106 is reached in which
the zoom lens is driven in the opposite direction of step
F102 for the same period of time thereof. This causes

the zoom lens to return to its initial position upon power-
up. The controller 10 recognizes the current position of
the zoom lens as the macro edge area MCb, and pro-
vides macro mode control thereafter.

[0073] The operations above prevent position
detection error from occurring when power is applied.

(b) Control at the start of macro mode (with reference to
Fig. 14)

[0074] When the macro mode switch 18 is operated
in step F200, the zoom lens is moved in the macro
direction in step F201. Within the macro region, the
zoom lens is placed under mountain climbing control.
Before entering the macro region, the zoom lens enters
the macro edge area MCa. This entry into the macro
edge area by the zoom lens is verified when the position
detection code (4) is obtained in step F202. In that case,
the zoom lens is moved in the macro direction under
control of the driving direction control signal SB. Thus if
distinction were made between MCa and MCb based on
the zoom lens driving direction, the lens position would
be erroneously judged to be the macro edge area MCb.
Such error is prevented as follows: When the position
information code (4) is first detected in F202 while the
zoom lens is being driven (in step F201), step F203 is
reached. In step F203, the detected information is cut
off by the cut-off means for a predetermined period of
time. The purpose of the cut-off is to keep the informa-
tion from being used as various kinds of system control
information by the controller 10. The cut-off period is set
as long as is necessary for the zoom lens to pass the
macro edge area MCa.
[0075] After the cut-off period has elapsed and the
information is released, the zoom lens is already in the
macro region. This causes the position information code
(5) to be detected. Later, the position information code
(4) for the macro edge area MCb may be detected. At
that point, step F204 is reached in which a macro auto
focus operation is started under mountain climbing con-
trol.
[0076] Thus erroneous judgments on detected
positions are avoided as described at the start of macro
mode.
[0077] With this embodiment, the three-microswitch
detection arrangement that generates the signals of Fig.
4 provides accurate position detection in the manner
described above. There is no need to develop a compli-
cated detecting mechanism or to provide a large
number of switches whereby all positions (areas) are to
be detected using different position detection codes.
[0078] In normal mode, it is necessary to keep the
zoom lens from entering the macro region even if the
user operates the power zoom switch 19 to continue
driving the zoom lens in the wide angle direction. This
restrictive kind of control is provided by the controller 10
regarding the power zoom switch 19 as depicted in the
flowchart of Fig. 15.
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[0079] In step F300 of Fig. 15, the user operates the
power zoom switch 19. In step F301, a check is made to
see if the user's operation is intended to move the zoom
lens in the telephoto direction. If the user's operation is
so intended, step F302 is reached. In step F302, the
controller 10 supplies the zoom lens motor driver 11b
with the driving direction control signal SF and the
appropriate driving speed control signal SS so that the
zoom lens is moved in the telephoto direction.

[0080] If it is found in step F301 that the user's oper-
ation is intended to move the zoom lens in the wide
angle direction, step F303 is reached. In step F303, the
controller 10 supplies the zoom lens motor driver 11b
with the driving direction control signal SB and the
appropriate driving speed control signal SS so that the
zoom lens is moved in the wide angle direction. If the
zoom lens reaches the macro edge area during its
movement and the position information code (4) is
detected in step F304, the zoom lens is driven back in
the telephoto direction in step F305 over a predeter-
mined length and is thereupon brought to a stop.
[0081] In normal mode where the zoom lens is not
automatically driven under mountain climbing control,
the above-described manner of control keeps the zoom
lens from entering the macro region and thus prevents
any impediment to suitable auto focus operations with
the focus lens.
[0082] The auto focus operation (mountain climbing
control) comprises five modes of control: (1) driving
start mode, (2) direction detecting mode, (3) focus point
passing mode, (4) reverse mode, and (5) fine-tuning
mode.
[0083] For example, assume that the lens is initially
located at point P0 of Fig. 6. As the lens is being moved
in one direction (e.g., direction A) in driving start mode
(1), the evaluation data Dt is acquired successively.
Then direction detecting mode (2) is selected. In this
mode, whether or not the lens is moving toward the just-
focus point Pj is determined based on the evaluation
data Dt, Dt ... being successively acquired during the
lens movement. If it is judged that the just-focus point Pj
is not located on an extension of the current direction,
the lens is reversed in its movement. In the case of Fig.
6, the lens is reversed to move in the direction B. Then
focus point passing mode (3) is selected. In this mode,
the lens keeps moving in the direction B while the eval-
uation data Dt is being detected. During the movement,
the consecutively detected evaluation data Dt increases
as the lens approaches the just-focus point Pj. When
the lens reaches point P1, that evaluation data Dt
obtained at that point is lower than the immediately pre-
ceding evaluation data Dt. This drop in the evaluation
data makes it possible to detect that the lens has
passed the just-focus point. Thus reverse mode (4) is
selected and the lens is reversed in its movement (to
move in the direction A). The lens is allowed to move
back a little toward the just-focus point Pj. Finally, fine-
tuning mode (5) is selected in which the lens is fine-

tuned in the directions A and B until the just-focus point
Pj, where the highest evaluation data Dt is acquired, is
reached.

[0084] Where the zoom lens is required to be fine-
tuned for the auto focus operation under mountain
climbing control, the driving speed control signal SS is
generated intermittently with a predetermined pulse
width and supplied to the zoom lens motor driver 11b.
[0085] For example, the driving speed control signal
SS is normally generated by the controller 10 as a DC
signal of a predetermined constant voltage, as shown in
Fig. 7 (A). The signal is supplied via the D/A converter
12 to the zoom lens motor driver 11b which in turn
drives the zoom lens. Where necessary, the software-
based means of the controller 10 are used illustratively
to supply the driving speed control signal SS for two ver-
tical synchronizing periods and to stop it for one vertical
synchronizing period out of every three periods, as
depicted in Fig. 7 (B). Alternatively, the driving speed
control signal SS is supplied for one vertical synchroniz-
ing period and stopped for two vertical synchronizing
periods out of every three, as shown in Fig. 7 (C). With
the driving speed control signal SS thus generated inter-
mittently, the zoom lens motor 2b is turned on and off to
fine-tune the movement of the lens that requires rela-
tively high levels of driving torque.
[0086] The flowchart of Fig. 17 shows an example
of intermittent generation of the driving speed control
signal SS under mountain climbing control. It is
assumed in the following description that the macro
region starts at point P2 in Fig. 6 and extends toward the
N side.
[0087] In step F101 of Fig. 17 where the zoom lens
is driven within the normal region, the driving speed
control signal SS is supplied in the form of the normal
DC signal. When the macro mode switch 18 is illustra-
tively operated to initiate a macro auto focus operation,
the zoom lens reaches point P2. In step F102, a check
is made to see if the zoom lens has entered the macro
region. With the lens in the macro region, step F103 is
reached in which the controller 10 stops generating the
driving speed control signal SS in one vertical synchro-
nizing period out of every three. That is, the intermittent
signal of Fig. 7 (B) is supplied to the zoom lens motor
driver 11b. This makes it possible to fine-tune the zoom
lens movement in the macro region. As described ear-
lier, when the zoom lens has passed the just-focus point
and is judged in step F104 to be in reverse mode (4),
step F105 is reached. In step F105, the controller 10
generates the driving speed control signal SS for one
vertical synchronizing period out of every three. This
step is required to perform fine-tuned zoom lens move-
ment up to the just-focus point Pj. That is, the intermit-
tent signal of Fig. 7 (C) is supplied to the zoom lens
motor driver 11b. This signal allows the zoom lens to be
fine-tuned in its movement in fine-tuning mode (5) until
the just-focus point is searched for and reached in step
F106.
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[0088] As described, the driving signal control sig-
nal SS is generated intermittently to drive the zoom lens.
This makes it possible to establish the movement speed
appropriate to the amount of movement while the signal
voltage for providing a constant level of driving torque is
maintained. Thus with the pulse width suitably set, the
zoom lens is readily moved in a fine-tuned manner over
a very short distance within the macro region (espe-
cially in fine-tuning mode (5)).

[0089] In the example described above, the driving
speed control signal SS is intermittently generated with
a pulse width corresponding to appropriate vertical syn-
chronizing periods. However, this arrangement is not
limitative of the present invention. The pulse width for
intermittent signal generation may be suitably set
depending on the conditions unique to the implemented
equipment. The pulse width, instead of being estab-
lished in two stages for intermittent signal generation,
may be controlled in a larger number of stages. Further-
more, the driving speed control signal SS may be gener-
ated intermittently only after reverse mode (4) is
selected for mountain climbing control.
[0090] If necessary, the intermittent signal generat-
ing scheme may also be applied to zoom lens moving
speed control in normal mode. In some cases, this
scheme may be applied to the focus lens.
[0091] As described, the video camera according to
the invention has means to reverse the direction of the
focus lens if appropriate evaluation data is not obtained
within a certain period of time after an intermediate
point is detected during focus lens movement in one
direction. This feature eliminates the redundant opera-
tion of the focus lens moving away from the just-focus
point all the way to the extreme of the current direction
before heading back to the just-focus point during an
auto focus operation. In this manner, an efficient auto
focus operation is achieved.
[0092] Also as described, the video camera accord-
ing to the invention has control means for not using a
decrease in accumulated data as auto focus control
information if that decrease is judged to be an abrupt
drop from the accumulated data obtained in the immedi-
ately preceding focus lens position. This feature makes
it possible to prevent the focus lens from being errone-
ously focused in such cases where some other object
moves across between the video camera and its current
object or where the video camera is abruptly panned
from one object to another. In this manner, the photo-
graphing of high quality is always made available.
[0093] Also as described, the video camera accord-
ing to the invention uses the same detection signal to
detect both macro edge areas, and finds out in which of
the two macro edge areas the zoom lens is located
upon power-up or at the start of macro mode. In this
manner, the use of only a small number of switching
devices is sufficient to detect zoom lens positions, and
system error is prevented regarding the distinction
between the two macro edge areas in any of which the

zoom lens may be positioned.

[0094] Also as described, the video camera accord-
ing to the invention has the controller that intermittently
supplies a lens driving signal to the zoom lens driving
circuit at least close to the just-focus point in macro
mode. This feature allows the zoom lens to be fine-
tuned in its movement aimed at reaching the just-focus
point. That is, the zoom lens is brought to the just-focus
point more easily than ever before.

Claims

1. A video camera with a zoom lens capability com-
prising:

- a focus lens;
- a zoom lens (1) having two zoom regions, one

region being a normal region ranging from tele-
photo (T) to wide angle (W) settings, the other
region being a macro region (MC) having
edges (MCa, MCb) at the two respective ends
thereof;

- position determining means (15, SW1-SW3)
responsive to a displacement of said zoom lens
and producing coded data representative of the
position of said zoom lens in said two zoom
regions; wherein said coded data from said
position determining means (15, SW1-SW3) is
a first, same code (4) when said zoom lens (1)
is at one or the other of said edges (MCa, MCb)
of the macro region (MC) and is a second code
(5), different from said first code, when said
zoom lens is at all positions between said
edges in said macro region;

- a controller (10) responsive to said coded data
for effecting focus control and comprising dis-
crimination means for determining in which of
said two edges of the macro region the zoom
lens is located; and

autofocus means (11) cooperating with
said controller (10) for driving said focus
lens to automatically focus the video cam-
era in conjunction with the position of said
zoom lens when in the normal region;
characterised in that said autofocus means
cooperating with said controller (10) is
operative in said macro mode for driving
said zoom lens (1) to effect automatic
focusing of said camera when in said
macro region;
wherein in said macro mode said controller
(10) is adapted to drive said zoom lens to
the end (MCb) of said macro region far-
thest from said normal region, to begin an
autofocus operation in said macro mode at
said farthest end when the edge (MCb) of
said macro region farthest from said nor-
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mal region has been detected.

2. A video camera as claimed in claim 1, wherein said
discrimination means comprise means for deter-
mining the driving direction of the zoom lens (1).

3. A video camera as claimed in claim 1 or 2, further
comprising:

a zoom lens driver (2b) for moving said zoom
lens to the telephoto side (T) in case of detect-
ing an edge signal of said macro region at the
start of an operation.

4. A video camera as claimed in claim 3, wherein

the controller is adapted for stopping the driv-
ing of said zoom lens (1) and setting said cam-
era in normal mode in case of detecting a
normal region signal after detection of an edge
signal of said macro region (T) at the start of
said operation.

5. A video camera as claimed in claim 3 or 4, wherein

the controller is adapted for driving said zoom
lens to its initial position and setting said cam-
era in macro mode (MC) in case of detecting a
macro region signal after detection of an edge
signal of said macro region at the start of said
operation.

6. A video camera as claimed in any one of claims 1 to
5, wherein

the auto focus means is adapted for driving a
focus lens in conjunction with said zoom lens
(1); and
a driving means (2) is adapted for driving said
zoom lens to the macro side (MC) at the start of
an auto focus operation in said macro region.

7. A video camera as claimed in claim 6, wherein

the controller (10) is adapted for recognizing
whether first edge detection of said macro
region is effected or not after driving said zoom
lens to the macro side in case of detecting an
edge signal of said macro region; and
a cut-off means is adapted for cutting off said
edge signal of said macro region with said
zoom lens passing said edge of said macro
region when said controller recognizes first
edge detection of said macro region.

8. A video camera as claimed in any one of claims 1 to
7, wherein

the auto focus means is adapted for driving
said zoom lens (1) for focus adjustment in said
macro region (MC).

9. A video camera as claimed in claim 8, wherein

the driving means (11), located between said
zoom lens (1) and said auto focus means, is
adapted for generating a driving signal consti-
tuted by a plurality of pulses.

10. A video camera as claimed in claim 9, wherein said
driving means (11) generates said driving signal at
least near the just-focus point in macro mode.

11. A video camera as claimed in any one of claims 1 to
10, further provided with an auto focus function
wherein

the focus lens (1) is adapted to be controlled by
an auto focus controlling signal; and the con-
troller (10) is adapted for generating said auto
focus controlling signal.

12. A video camera as claimed in claim 11, wherein
said auto focus controlling signal is calculated by
accumulating a specific frequency component of an
input video signal.

13. A video camera as claimed in claim 12, further
comprising :

a second controller for ignoring said accumu-
lated data in a case where said accumulated
data is lower by a predetermined value than the
immediately preceding accumulated data.

14. A video camera as claimed in any one of claims 11
to 13, with an auto focus function wherein

the focus lens is adapted to be controlled by an
auto focus controlling signal;
a detecting means (13) is adapted for detecting
the position of said focus lens at least at an
edge and substantially at the center of a mova-
ble region; and
the controller (10) is adapted for reversing the
direction of motion of said focus lens in case
where no suitable focus control information is
obtained within a predetermined time after
detection of the approximate center of said
focus lens by said detecting means in an auto
focus operation, said focus lens being moved
accordingly in the other direction.

Patentansprüche

1. Videokamera mit einer Zoomobjektiv-Funktionsfä-
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higkeit, die umfasst:

- ein Fokussierungsobjektiv,
- ein Zoomobjektiv (1), das zwei Zoombereiche

hat, wobei der eine Bereich ein Normal-
Bereich ist, der von Fernaufnahme- (T-) bis zu
Weitwinkel- (W-)Einstellungen reicht, und der
andere Bereich ein Makro-Bereich (MC) ist, der
Ränder (MCa, MCb) an den zwei jeweiligen
Enden desselben hat,

- ein Positionsbestimmungsmittel (15, SW1-
SW3), das auf eine Verschiebung des Zoom-
objektivs anspricht und kodierte Daten erzeugt,
die für die Position des Zoomobjektivs in den
zwei Zoombereichen repräsentativ sind, wobei
die kodierten Daten aus dem Positionsbestim-
mungsmittel (15, SW1-SW3) ein erster, glei-
cher Kode (4) sind, wenn das Zoomobjektiv (1)
auf den einen oder den anderen der Ränder
(MCa, MCb) des Makro-Bereichs (MC) einge-
stellt ist, und ein zweiter Kode (5) sind, der von
dem ersten Kode verschieden ist, wenn das
Zoomobjek-tiv auf eine aller Positionen zwi-
schen den Rändern in dem Makro-Bereich ein-
gestellt ist,

- eine Steuereinrichtung (10), die zum Bewirken
einer Fo-kussierungssteuerung auf die kodier-
ten Daten anspricht und ein Unterscheidungs-
mittel zum Bestimmen umfasst, an welchem
der zwei Rander des Makro-Bereichs sich das
Zoomobjektiv be-findet, und

- ein Automatik-Fokussierungsmittel (11), das
mit der Steuereinrichtung (10) zusammenar-
beitet, zum Antreiben des Fokussierungsobjek-
tivs, um die Videokamera in Verbindung mit der
Position des Zoomobjektivs automatisch zu
fokussieren, wenn sich dieses in dem norma-
len Bereich befindet,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Automa-
tik-Fokussierungsmittel, das mit der Steuerein-
richtung (10) zusammenarbeitet, in dem
Makro-Modus zum Antreiben des Zoomobjek-
tivs (1) betriebsfähig ist, eine automatische
Fokussierung der Kamera zu bewirken, wenn
sich diese in dem Makro-Bereich befindet,
wobei die Steuereinrichtung (10) dazu
bestimmt ist, in dem Makro-Modus das Zoom-
objektiv zu dem Ende (MCb) des Makro-
Bereichs, das am weitesten von dem Normal-
Bereich entfernt ist, zu treiben, um in dem
Makro-Modus einen automatischen Fokussie-
rungsvorgang an dem am weitesten entfernten
Ende zu beginnen, wenn der am weitesten von
dem normalen Bereich entfernte Rand (MCb)
des Makro-Bereichs erfasst worden ist.

2. Videokamera nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Unter-
scheidungsmittel ein Mittel zum Bestimmen der

Antriebsrichtung des Zoomobjektivs (1) umfasst.

3. Videokamera nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, die ferner
umfasst:

einen Zoomobjektiv-Antrieb (2b) zum Bewegen
des Zoomobjektivs zu der Seite der Fernauf-
nahme-Einstellungen im Falle der Erfasung
eines Randsignals des Makro-Bereichs am
Beginn eines Vorgangs.

4. Videokamera nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Steuer-
einrichtung zum Stoppen des Antreibens des
Zoomobjektivs (1) und Versetzen der Kamera in
den Normal-Modus im Falle der Erfasung eines
Normal-Bereichsignals nach Erfassung eines
Randsignals des Makro-Bereichs (T) am Beginn
des Vorgangs bestimmt ist.

5. Videokamera nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, wobei die
Steuereinrichtung zum Treiben des Zoomobjektivs
in dessen Anfangsposition und Versetzen der
Kamera in den Makro-Modus (MC) im Falle der
Erfasung eines Makro-Bereichsignals nach Erfas-
sung eines Randsignals des Makro-Bereichs am
Beginn des Vorgangs bestimmt ist.

6. Videokamera nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5,
wobei

das Automatik-Fokussierungsmittel zum
Antreiben des Fokussierungsobjektivs in Ver-
bindung mit dem Zoomobjektiv (1) bestimmt ist
und
ein Antriebsmittel (2) zum Treiben des Zoom-
objektivs zu der Makro- (MC-)Seite am Beginn
eines automatischen Fokussierungsvorgangs
in dem Makro-Bereich bestimmt ist.

7. Videokamera nach Anspruch 6, wobei

die Steuereinrichtung (10) zum Erkennen
bestimmt ist, ob eine erste Randerfassung des
Makro-Bereichs nach dem Treiben des Zoom-
objektivs zu der Makro-Seite im Falle der Erfas-
sung eines Randsignals des Makro-Bereichs
bewirkt ist oder nicht, und
ein Abschaltmittel zum Abschalten des Randsi-
gnals des Makro-Bereichs, wobei das Zoomob-
jektiv den Rand des Makro-Bereichs überläuft,
bestimmt ist, wenn die Steuereinrichtung die
erste Randerfassung des Makro-Bereichs
erkennt.

8. Videokamera nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7,
wobei

das Automatik-Fokussierungsmittel zum
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Antreiben des Zoomobjektivs (1) zur Fokussie-
rungseinstellung in dem Makro-Bereich (MC)
bestimmt ist.

9. Videokamera nach Anspruch 8, wobei

das Antriebsmittel (11), das zwischen dem
Zoomobjektiv (1) und dem Automatik-Fokus-
sierungsmittel angeordnet ist, zum Erzeugen
eines Treibersignals, das durch eine Vielzahl
von Impulsen gebildet ist, bestimmt ist.

10. Videokamera nach Anspruch 9, wobei das
Antriebsmittel (11) das Treibersignal bis zumindest
nahe dem Richtig-Fokussierungspunkt in dem
Makro-Modus erzeugt

11. Videokamera nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 10,
die ferner mit einer automatischen Fokussierungs-
funktion versehen ist, wobei

das Fokussierungsobjektiv (1) dazu bestimmt
ist, durch ein Automatik-Fokussierungs-Steuer-
signal gesteuert zu werden, und
die Steuereinrichtung (10) zum Erzeugen des
Automatik-Fokussierungs-Steuersignals
bestimmt ist.

12. Videokamera nach Anspruch 11, wobei das Auto-
matik-Fokussierungs-Steuersignal durch Akkumu-
lieren einer spezifischen Frequenzkomponente
eines Eingangs-Videosignals berechnet wird.

13. Videokamera nach Anspruch 12, die ferner
umfasst:

eine zweite Steuereinrichtung zum Nichtbe-
achten der akkumulierten Daten in einem Fall,
in dem die akkumulierten Daten um einen vor-
bestimmten Wert niedriger als die unmittelbar
vorhergehenden akkumulierten Daten sind.

14. Videokamera nach einem der Ansprüche 11 bis 13
mit einer Automatik-Fokussierungsfunktion, wobei

das Fokussierungsobjektiv dazu bestimmt ist,
durch ein Automatik-Fokussierungs-Steuersi-
gnal gesteuert zu werden,
ein Erfassungsmittel (13) zum Erfassen der
Position des Fokussierungsobjektivs zumin-
dest bei einem Rand und im wesentlichen in
dem Zentrum eines Bewegungsbereichs
bestimmt ist und
die Steuereinrichtung (10) zum Umkehren der
Richtung der Bewegung des Fokussierungsob-
jektivs in einem Fall bestimmt ist, in dem keine
geeignete Fokussierungs-Steuerinformation
innerhalb einer vorbestimmten Zeit nach Erfas-

sung des angenäherten Zentrums des Fokus-
sierungsobjektivs durch das Erfassungsmittel
in einem automatischen Fokussierungsvor-
gang gewonnen ist, wobei das Fokussierungs-
objektiv entsprechend in der anderen Richtung
bewegt wird.

Revendications

1. Caméra vidéo équipée d'un objectif à focale varia-
ble comprenant :

- une lentille de mise au point,
- une lentille de changement de focale (1) com-

portant deux régions de changement de focale,
une première région étant une région normale
allant depuis les réglages de téléobjectif (T)
jusqu'au grand angle (W), l'autre région étant
une région de macrophotographie (MC) com-
portant des extrémités (MCa, MCb), aux deux
extrémités respectives de celle-ci,

- un moyen de détermination de position (15,
SW1 à SW3), sensible à un déplacement de
ladite lentille de changement de focale et pro-
duisant des données codées représentatives
de la position de ladite lentille de changement
de focale dans lesdites deux régions de chan-
gement de focale, dans lequel lesdites don-
nées codées provenant dudit moyen de
détermination de position (15, SW1 à SW3)
représentent un premier même code (4) lors-
que ladite lentille de changement de focale (1)
est à l'une ou l'autre desdites extrémités (MCa,
MCb) de la région de macrophotographie (MC)
et représentent un second code (5), différent
dudit premier code, lorsque ladite lentille de
changement de focale est à toutes les posi-
tions entre lesdites extrémités de ladite région
de macrophotographie,

- un contrôleur (10) sensible auxdites données
codées afin de réaliser une commande de mise
au point et comprenant un moyen de discrimi-
nation destiné à déterminer dans laquelle des-
dites deux extrémités de la région de
macrophotographie est située la lentille de
changement de focale, et

un moyen de mise au point automatique
(11) coopérant avec ledit contrôleur (10)
afin d'entraîner ladite lentille de mise au
point pour mettre au point automatique-
ment la caméra vidéo en conjonction avec
la position de ladite lentille de changement
de focale lorsqu'elle est dans la région nor-
male,
caractérisée en ce que ledit moyen de
mise au point automatique coopérant avec
ledit contrôleur (10) peut être mis en
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oeuvre dans ledit mode de macrophoto-
graphie afin d'entraîner ladite lentille de
changement de focale (1) pour réaliser
une mise au point automatique de ladite
caméra lorsqu'elle est dans ladite région
de macrophotographie,
dans lequel, dans ledit mode de macro-
photographie, ledit contrôleur (10) est
conçu pour entraîner ladite lentille de
changement de focale vers l'extrémité
(MCb) de ladite région de macrophotogra-
phie la plus éloignée de ladite région nor-
male, afin de commencer une opération de
mise au point automatique dans ledit mode
de macrophotographie à ladite extrémité la
plus éloignée lorsque l'extrémité (MCb) de
ladite région de macrophotographie la plus
éloignée de ladite région normale a été
détectée.

2. Caméra vidéo selon la revendication 1, dans
laquelle ledit moyen de discrimination comprend un
moyen destiné à déterminer la direction d'entraîne-
ment de la lentille de changement de focale (1).

3. Caméra vidéo selon la revendication 1 ou 2, com-
prenant en outre :

un circuit d'attaque de lentille de changement
de focale (2b) destiné à déplacer ladite lentille
de changement de focale vers l'extrémité de
téléobjectif (T) dans le cas de la détection d'un
signal d'extrémité de ladite région de macro-
photographie au début d'une opération.

4. Caméra vidéo selon la revendication 3, dans
laquelle le contrôleur est conçu pour arrêter l'entraî-
nement de ladite lentille de changement de focale
(1) et pour régler ladite caméra dans le mode nor-
mal dans le cas de la détection d'un signal de
région normale après la détection d'un signal
d'extrémité de ladite région de macrophotographie
(T) au début de ladite opération.

5. Caméra vidéo selon la revendication 3 ou 4, dans
laquelle le contrôleur est conçu pour entraîner
ladite Lentille de changement de focale jusqu'a sa
position initiale et pour régler ladite caméra dans le
mode de macrophotographie (MC) dans le cas de
la détection d'un signal de région de macrophoto-
graphie après la détection d'un signal d'extrémité
de ladite région de macrophotographie au début de
ladite opération.

6. Caméra vidéo selon l'une quelconque des revendi-
cations 1 à 5, dans laquelle

le moyen de mise au point automatique est

conçu pour entraîner une lentille de mise au
point conjointement à ladite lentille de change-
ment de focale (1), et

un moyen d'entraînement (2) est conçu pour
entraîner ladite lentille de changement de
focale vers le côté de macrophotographie (MC)
au début d'une opération de mise au point
automatique dans ladite région de macropho-
tographie.

7. Caméra vidéo selon la revendication 6, dans
laquelle

le contrôleur (10) est conçu pour reconnaître si
la première détection d'extrémité de la région
de macrophotographie est réalisée ou non
après l'entraînement de ladite lentille de chan-
gement de focale vers le côté de macrophoto-
graphie dans le cas de la détection d'un signal
d'extrémité de ladite région de macrophotogra-
phie, et
un moyen de coupure est conçu pour interrom-
pre ledit signal d'extrémité de ladite région de
macrophotographie, ladite lentille de change-
ment de focale franchissant ladite extrémité de
ladite région de macrophotographie, lorsque
ledit contrôleur reconnaît la première détection
d'extrémité de ladite région de macrophotogra-
phie.

8. Caméra vidéo selon l'une quelconque des revendi-
cations 1 à 7, dans laquelle le moyen de mise au
point automatique est conçu pour entraîner ladite
lentille de changement de focale (1) en vue d'un
réglage de mise au point dans ladite région de
macrophotographie (MC).

9. Caméra vidéo selon la revendication 8, dans
laquelle le moyen d'entraînement (11) situé entre
ladite lentille de changement de focale (1) et ledit
moyen de mise au point automatique, est conçu
pour générer un signal d'entraînement constitué
d'une pluralité d'impulsions.

10. Caméra vidéo selon la revendication 9, dans
laquelle ledit moyen d'entraînement (11) génère
ledit signal d'entraînement au moins à proximité du
point de mise au point exact dans le mode de
macrophotographie.

11. Caméra vidéo selon l'une quelconque des revendi-
cations 1 à 10, munie en outre d'une fonction de
mise au point automatique, dans laquelle

la lentille de mise au point (1) est conçue pour
être commandée par un signal de commande
de mise au point automatique, et
le contrôleur (10) est conçu pour générer ledit
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signal de commande de mise au point automa-
tique.

12. Caméra vidéo selon la revendication 11, dans
laquelle ledit signal de commande de mise au point
automatique est calculé en accumulant une compo-
sante fréquentielle spécifique d'un signal vidéo
d'entrée.

13. Caméra vidéo selon la revendication 12, compre-
nant en outre :

un second contrôleur destiné à ignorer lesdites
données accumulées dans le cas où lesdites
données accumulées sont inférieures d'une
valeur prédéterminée aux données accumu-
lées immédiatement précédentes.

14. Caméra vidéo selon l'une quelconque des revendi-
cations 11 à 13, comportant une fonction de mise
au point automatique, dans laquelle

la lentille de mise au point est conçue pour être
commandée par un signal de commande de
mise au point automatique,
un moyen de détection (13) est conçu pour
détecter la position de ladite lentille de mise au
point au moins au niveau d'une extrémité et
pratiquement au centre d'une région de dépla-
cement possible, et
le contrôleur (10) est conçu pour inverser la
direction du déplacement de ladite lentille de
mise au point dans le cas où aucune informa-
tion de commande de mise au point appropriée
n'est obtenue à l'intérieur d'un temps prédéter-
miné après la détection du centre approché de
ladite lentille de mise au point par ledit moyen
de détection dans une opération de mise au
point automatique, ladite lentille de mise au
point étant déplacée en conséquence dans
l'autre direction.
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